Nonlinear Plasma Waves Resonantly Driven by Optimized Laser Pulse Trains
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A method for generating large-amplitude plasma waves, which utilizes an optimized train of independently adjustable, intense laser pulses, is discussed and analyzed. Both the pulse widths and interpulse spacings are optimally determined such that resonance is maintained and the plasma wave amplitude is maximized. By mitigating the effects of both phase and resonant detuning, and by reducing laser-plasma instabilities, the use of appropriately tailored multiple laser pulses is a highly advantageous technique for accelerating electrons. Practical methods of producing the required pulse trains are suggested.

PACS numbers: 52.75.Di, 52.35.Mw, 52.40.Nk

The generation of large-amplitude, relativistic plasma waves is a subject of much current interest because of its potential use for ultrahigh-gradient electron acceleration [1–4]. While conventional rf-driven accelerators are limited to fields \( \leq 1 \text{MV/cm} \), plasma accelerators have been shown experimentally to support gradients \( \leq 100 \text{MV/cm} \) [4]. The maximum axial electric field of a relativistic plasma wave, as predicted by 1D cold fluid theory, is the “wave-breaking” field \[ E_{\text{WB}} = (m_e\omega_p/e)^{1/2} (\gamma_p - 1) \]
which can exceed 1 GV/cm, where \( \omega_p = (4\pi e^2 n_\text{e} / m_e)^{1/2} \) is the electron plasma frequency, \( n_\text{e} \) is the ambient electron density, \( \gamma_p = (1 - v_p^2/c^2)^{-1/2} \), and \( v_p \) is the phase velocity.

Two major types of laser-driven, plasma-based accelerators have been proposed: the plasma beat-wave accelerator (PBWA) [2] and the laser wake-field accelerator (LWFA) [2,3]. In the PBWA, two laser beams of frequencies \( \omega \) and \( \omega - \omega_p \) are optically mixed in a plasma to produce a laser beat wave, in effect a train of fixed equally spaced pulses of equal pulse widths. In the LWFA, a single, ultrashort, and intense laser pulse [6] drives a plasma wave “wake field.” In both cases, the maximum plasma-wave amplitude results when the pulse spacing and/or pulse width \( \tau \) are “resonant” with the plasma, or \( \tau \sim 2\pi/\omega_p \). When a plasma wave grows to large amplitude, however, it becomes nonlinear and both its resonance width and period change. At this point, these schemes begin to lose their efficiency because the laser pulse widths and interpulse spacings do not change accordingly, known in the latter case as resonant detuning.

Recently, the self-modulated LWFA has been suggested [7,8]. Here, a single laser pulse is incident on a plasma with a density that is higher than the “resonant density.” Because of a self-modulation instability, the pulse breaks up into multiple pulses, each of which is resonant. Although higher plasma densities and the high-intensity multiple-pulse structure lead to higher wakefield amplitudes, they are difficult to achieve simultaneously due to plasma defocusing [9].

Additionally, electron acceleration is limited at high \( n_\text{e} \) by phase detuning, i.e., accelerated electrons (with \( v \rightarrow c \)) outrun the plasma wave (with \( v_p \approx v_g < c \)). The maximum energy gain, \( \Delta W_{\text{max}} \), of an electron in a 1D sinusoidal plasma wave of amplitude \( E_z = eE_{\text{WB}} \) is
\[ \Delta W_{\text{max}} \approx 4e\varepsilon E_{\text{WB}} \gamma_p^2/\omega_p, \]
where \( \varepsilon \leq 1 \) is a constant. Since \( \gamma_p \approx \gamma_g \approx \omega/\omega_p \gg 1 \), \( \Delta W_{\text{max}} \approx e m_e c^2 (2\gamma_g)^{5/2} \).

For example, \( \Delta W_{\text{max}} \approx 4.5 \text{ GeV} \), assuming a laser wavelength of \( \lambda \approx 2\pi c/\omega = 1 \mu\text{m} \), \( n_\text{e0} = 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) \( (E_{\text{WB}} = 7.8 \text{ GV/cm}) \) and \( \varepsilon = 25\% \). Hence, at the high densities required either for self-modulation or for the use of an ultrashort pulse in the standard LWFA, \( \gamma_g \) is relatively low and acceleration is limited, \( \Delta W \sim e n_\text{e0}^{-5/4} \).

We propose an alternative accelerator concept, which we call the resonant laser-plasma accelerator (RLPA), that combines the virtues of these others, but has the following additional advantages: (i) By utilizing a train of laser pulses with independently adjustable pulse widths and interpulse spacings, which are varied in an optimized manner, resonance with both the changing plasma-wave period and resonance width can be maintained in the nonlinear regime, and the maximum plasma-wave amplitude is achieved; (ii) lower plasma densities can be used, thus avoiding electron-phase detuning; and (iii) lower peak laser intensities can be used, thus allowing for a reduction of laser-plasma instabilities. Berezhiani and Murusidze [10] considered a secondary pulse to enhance or diminish the wake field. Nakajima [11] considered using a ring resonator, with fixed pulse width and interpulse spacing. Unlike our treatment, however, neither of these past studies considered the effects of variation of the plasma-wave resonance widths on the optimal widths of realistic, finite rise-time laser pulses, and the resulting efficiency of both large-amplitude plasma wave generation and electron acceleration.

The laser-plasma interaction is modeled by the relativistic fluid Maxwell equations. The laser pulse is described by the normalized transverse vector potential, \( a = eA_\perp/m_e c^2 \). The laser envelope, \( |a| \), is assumed to be nonevolving and a function only of \( \zeta = z - v_g t \), where \( v_g \) is the group velocity (assumed constant). Circular
polarization is assumed, i.e., $a^2 = x^2(\zeta)$. The plasma response is described by the normalized electrostatic potential, $\phi = e\Phi/m_ec^2$, which in the 1D limit obeys the nonlinear Poisson equation [10,12]

$$\frac{d^2}{dz^2} \phi = k_p^2 \gamma_g^2 \left[ \beta_g \left( 1 - \frac{1 + a^2}{\gamma_g^2 (1 + \beta_g)^2} \right)^{-1/2} - 1 \right], \quad (1)$$

where $\beta_g = v_g/c$, $\gamma_g = (1 - \beta_g^2)^{-1/2}$, and $k_p = \omega_p/c$ is the plasma wave number. In deriving Eq. (1), $\phi$ was assumed to be a function of only $\zeta$, i.e., $v_p \approx v_g$. In the limit $a^2 \ll 1$, $\gamma_g = \omega/c$. As in all laser-plasma accelerators, a preformed density channel can be used to prevent pulse diffraction. Simulations indicate that an intense laser pulse can propagate within a channel over extended distances without significant distortions [7].

Several properties of the plasma wave can be determined analytically from Eq. (1) for a series of square laser pulses. For an optimal square pulse train, it can be shown that the amplitude of the wake behind the nth pulse oscillates between $x_{\text{min},n} \leq x \leq x_{\text{max},n}$, where

$$Y_n/\gamma_g^2 = X_n(1 + \beta_g^2) - 2\beta_g (X_n^2 - 1/\gamma_g^2)^{1/2}, \quad (2)$$

$$X_n/\gamma_g^2 = Y_{n-1}(1 + \beta_g^2) - 2\beta_g (Y_{n-1}^2 - 1/\gamma_g^2)^{1/2}. \quad (3)$$

Here, $x = 1 + \phi$, $\gamma_{\text{lin},n} = (1 + a_{n})^{1/2}$, $a_{n}$ is the amplitude of the nth pulse, $x_{\text{min},n} \equiv 1$, $X_n \equiv x_{\text{max},n}$, and $Y_n \equiv x_{\text{min},n}$. Furthermore, the maximum electric field behind the nth pulse is given by

$$X^2_n/2k_p^2\gamma_g^2 = X_n - 1/\gamma_g^2 - \beta_g (X_n^2 - 1/\gamma_g^2)^{1/2},$$

where the axial electric field is related to $x'$ (the prime denotes $d/d\zeta$) by $E_z = -m_ec^2x'/e$. In deriving Eqs. (2)–(4), the spacing between pulses and the pulse lengths are assumed to be optimized, such that the nth pulse begins at $x = x_{\text{min},n-1}$ and ends at $x = x_{\text{max},n}$. Wave breaking occurs when $x_{\text{min},n-1} \to 1/\gamma_g$ (the point where the electron fluid velocity equals $v_p$) which implies $x_{\text{max},n} \to x_{\text{WB}} = (2\gamma_g^2 - 1)/\gamma_g$. This corresponds to a wave-breaking electric field of $x_{\text{WB}}^2 = 2k_p^2(\gamma_g^2 - 1)$, or $E_z = E_{\text{WB}}$ [5].

Numerical solutions to Eq. (1) indicate that for $x^2 \ll x_{\text{WB}}^2$, Eq. (1) can be approximated by the limit $\beta_g \to 1$, i.e., $x' = k_p^2 (\gamma_g^2/x - 1)$, where $\gamma_g^2 = 1 + a^2$. For a series of square pulses, analytic solutions can also be readily obtained from this reduced equation. In particular, $x_{\text{min},n} = 1/x_{\text{max},n}$, $x_{\text{max},n} = \gamma_{\text{lin},n} \gamma_{\text{lin},n-1} \cdots \gamma_{\text{lin},n-1}^1$, and $x_{\text{max},n} = k_p (x_{\text{max},n} - x_{\text{max},n-1})$. Furthermore, the optimal width of the nth pulse, $L_n$, and the nonlinear wavelength of the wake behind the nth pulse, $\lambda_{\text{lin},n}$, are given by $k_p L_n = 2x_{\text{WB}}^2 E(\beta_n)$ and $k_p \lambda_{\text{lin},n} = 4x_{\text{max},n}^2 E(\beta_n)$, where $E$ is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, $\rho_g^2 = 1 - \gamma_g^2 x_{\text{WB}}^2$, and $\rho_g^2 = 1 - x_{\text{max},n}^2$. The optimal spacing between the end of the nth pulse and the nth+1 pulse is an integer multiple of $\lambda_{\text{lin},n}$. Note for equal pulse amplitudes, i.e., $a_1 = a_2 = \cdots = a_0$,

$x_{\text{max},n} = \gamma_{\text{lin},n}^2 = (1 + a_0^2)^n$. In the limit $x_{\text{max},n} \gg 1$, $k_p L_n \approx 2\gamma_{\text{lin},n}^2$, $k_p \lambda_{\text{lin},n} \approx 4\gamma_{\text{lin},n}^2$, and $x_{\text{max},n} \approx k_p \gamma_{\text{lin},n}^2$.

The maximum normalized electric field, $x_{\text{max}}/k_p$, for a train of $n$ square pulses of equal amplitudes, is plotted in Fig. 1 versus the quantity $a_n^2 = n a_0^2$. Using the results of Eqs. (2)–(4), for $\gamma_g \gg 1$ and $x^2 \ll x_{\text{WB}}$, $x_{\text{max}}/k_p$ is approximately independent of $n_0$. The curves show the result for $1, 3, 5, 10$, and 100 pulses. Figure 1 indicates that just a few optimized square pulses are far more efficient than a single pulse. For example, at $n_0 = 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ ($\lambda = 1 \mu$m, $\gamma_g \approx 10^2$, $E_{\text{WB}} \approx 1.4$ GV/cm), three square pulses can be used with an intensity $I = 2.7 \times 10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$ pulse ($a_0^2 = 1$) and a total pulse train energy of $I \tau_{\text{tot}} = 20$ MJ/cm$^2$ to produce $E_z = 0.1$ GV/cm. Here, $\tau_{\text{tot}}$ is the sum of the pulse durations in the train and $2.7a_0^2 \approx 10^{-18} \lambda^2 [\mu \text{m}] I [\text{W/cm}^2]$. A single pulse at $n_0 = 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ requires $I = 3 \times 10^{19}$ W/cm$^2$ ($a_0^2 = 11$), over an order of magnitude higher intensity than in each pulse in the train, and a total energy 6 times greater ($I \tau_{\text{tot}} = 120$ MJ/cm$^2$), to produce this same $E_z$. (A low density was chosen for this example so that finite rise time effects could be neglected, as discussed below.) The efficiency advantage of multiple pulses increases with increasing $n$ or $a_0^2$.

Figure 2(a) shows an example of an optimized square pulse train ($n = 3$, $a_0 = 1$, $n_0 = 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$), as obtained by a numerical solution of Eq. (1), in which the widths and spacing between pulses are varied in order to maximize $x_{\text{max}}$. The laser pulses are optimally located in the regions where $d\phi/d\zeta > 0$. When a train that is not optimum is used, for instance fixed interpulse spacings (as in the case of the PBWA), $x_{\text{max}}$ reaches some saturated value before being driven down by destructive interference when the pulses become out of phase with the wave, i.e., when they are located in regions where $d\phi/d\zeta < 0$. The plasma wave is driven most effectively near $\phi = \phi_{\text{min}}$ (where $n_e$ is maximum) and least effectively as $\phi \to \phi_{\text{max}}$.

The above results have assumed square pulses with an infinitesimally short rise time. In practice, the rise time $\tau_{\text{rise}}$ of a pulse directly out of a laser is finite and determined by the bandwidth of the laser amplifiers, e.g., cur-
FIG. 2. Numerical solutions for optimized pulse trains: (a) square pulses at \( n_e = 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \) with \( a_0 \approx 1 \), and (b) sine pulses at \( n_e = 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \) with \( a_0 = 1.2 \).

Currently, the minimum amplified pulse width is \( \tau_{\text{min}} \approx 50 \) fs. In the following, we will consider pulses with an envelope profile \( a(\zeta) \) given by a half period of a sine function. (Gaussian profiles give qualitatively similar results.) Figure 2(b) shows an example of a sine pulse train \( n = 4, a_0 = 1.2, n_e = 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \) that was optimized numerically. The first pulse in Fig. 2(b) has an optimum pulse width \( \tau = \tau_{\text{opt}} = 940 \) fs (resonant with \( n_e = 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \) and \( a_0 = 1.2 \)) and the final pulse has \( \tau = \tau_{\text{opt}} = \tau_{\text{min}} \approx 50 \) fs (\( I_{\text{tot}} = 5.3 \) MJ/cm\(^2 \)), which gives \( E_z = 0.34 \) GV/cm (\( \epsilon = 0.14 \)). As in the square wave case, \( \lambda_{N_e} \) and thus the spacing between pulses increases with each succeeding pulse as \( x_{\text{max}} \) increases.

The sensitivity of the growth of \( x_{\text{max}} \) to changes in the location of the final laser pulse of Fig. 2(b) was studied numerically. It is governed by both the number of pulses (decreasing with increasing \( n \)) and the \( Q \) of the resonance (increasing with increasing \( Q \)), where \( Q \sim x_{\text{max}} \) as defined below. Pulses with \( \tau > \tau_{\text{opt}} \) are found to be less sensitive to changes in interpulse spacing than those with \( \tau = \tau_{\text{opt}} \) without sacrificing much efficiency. For instance, if the pulse width of the last pulse were \( \tau = 4\tau_{\text{opt}} = 200 \) fs (instead of \( \tau_{\text{opt}} \)), it is found that a decrease in the optimal spacing between the last and the third pulse (\( \lambda_{N_e} \)) by 25 fs (corresponding to a decrease of \( E_z \) from the value obtained using \( \tau = \tau_{\text{opt}} \) and the optimal position) by only 15% (instead of 30%). Note, in the \( \tau = 4\tau_{\text{opt}} \) case, \( I_{\text{tot}} = 5.9 \) MJ/cm\(^2 \), corresponding to an energy increase of only 11%. The amplitude is less sensitive to an increase in the spacing, since this moves the pulse further from the \( d\phi/d\zeta < 0 \) region, and thus the wake continues to be enhanced, but less effectively.

Note that whereas \( \tau_{\text{opt}} \sim \lambda_{N_e}/c \) for succeeding square wave pulses increases with increasing \( x_{\text{max}} \), the opposite is true for multiple sine pulses. This difference arises because, whereas for square pulses \( \tau \) is independent of \( \tau_{\text{rise}} \), for sine pulses \( \tau \approx 2\tau_{\text{rise}} \). It is more advantageous to have a short sine pulse width (\( \tau \ll \lambda_{N_e}/c \)), so that the highest pulse amplitude is reached near \( \phi_{\text{min}} \) (where it is most effective in driving the plasma wave), than to have a long sine pulse width (\( \tau \approx \lambda_{N_e}/c \)), so that the pulse is driving the wave for a longer time, albeit mostly when it is less effective (away from \( \phi_{\text{min}} \)). Sine pulses are found to be more effective than square pulses for this same reason. For the later sine pulses, \( \tau_{\text{opt}} \) is found to be approximately given by the width of the region where \( \phi < 0 \) and \( d\phi/d\zeta > 0 \), which defines a “resonance width” \( L_{\text{res}} \). For the wake behind the \( n \)th pulse, \( L_{\text{res}} \) can be determined from Eq. (1) in the limit \( \phi = 0 \),

\[
k_p L_{\text{res}} = 2x_{\text{max}}^{1/2} |E(\pi/2, \phi_{\text{min}}) - E(\pi/2, \phi_{\text{max}})|, \tag{5}
\]

where \( \rho_n^2 \sin^2 \alpha_1 = 1 - x_{\text{max}}^{-1} \). In the limit \( x_{\text{max}} \gg 1 \), \( L_{\text{res}} \rightarrow k_p^{-1} x_{\text{max}}^{1/2} \approx 1/x_{\text{max}}^{1/2} \) and, hence, the resonance becomes sharper (\( Q \equiv \lambda_{N_e}/L_{\text{res}} \approx x_{\text{max}} \)).

Figure 3 shows a plot of \( L_{\text{res}}/c \sim \tau_{\text{opt}} \) versus \( \epsilon = E_z/E_{\text{WB}} \) for various densities. Notice that, in the regime of high \( n_e \), finite rise-time effects become important at high \( \epsilon \), i.e., \( \tau_{\text{opt}} \) decreases below \( \tau_{\text{min}} \) as \( \epsilon \) increases beyond a critical value (e.g., \( L_{\text{res}}/c < 50 \) fs for \( \epsilon > 0.14 \), at \( n_e = 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \)). Since pulses with \( \tau < \tau_{\text{min}} \) cannot be produced, the later pulses in a train are not optimized. Although the later pulses with \( \tau = \tau_{\text{min}} > \tau_{\text{opt}} \) will continue to increase \( x_{\text{max}} \), they will do this less effectively than a train in which all pulses are of optimal widths. Consequently, although for these later pulses the sensitivity to changes in \( \lambda_{N_e} \) is reduced, a pulse train in this
high-\(n_{e0}\) regime can be less “amplitude efficient” than a single optimized pulse at the same density, i.e., a greater \(I\tau_{\text{tot}}\) is required for the pulse train to achieve a given \(E_z\) at fixed \(n_{e0}\). High \(n_{e0}\), however, is unfavorable for electron acceleration because of electron-phase detuning, \(\Delta W_{\text{max}} \sim E_z n_{e0}^{-3/2}\).

Figure 3 indicates that, for low \(n_{e0}\) and up to the previously mentioned critical value of \(\epsilon\), the condition \(\tau_{\text{opt}} \approx L_{\text{res}}/c \geq \tau_{\text{min}} \approx 50\) fs can be satisfied for all of the pulses in a train [as was the case of Fig. 2(b)]. Consequently, multiple sine pulses in this regime are found to be similar to ideal square pulses in that a pulse train is more amplitude efficient than a single pulse at the same density. Specifically, 19 times higher intensity (\(a_0 = 5.2\) or \(I = 7.3 \times 10^{19}\) W/cm\(^2\) [13]), corresponding to 6 times more energy (\(I\tau_{\text{tot}} = 32\) MJ/cm\(^2\)), is required of a single pulse (\(\tau = \tau_{\text{opt}} = 450\) fs for \(n_{e0} = 10^{16}\) cm\(^{-3}\)) to reach the same value of \(E_z\) (0.34 GV/cm) as the train of Fig. 2(b). A single pulse with the same intensity and pulse width as the first pulse in Fig. 2(b), corresponding to 2/3 the laser energy (\(I\tau_{\text{tot}} = 3.6\) MJ/cm\(^2\)), results in a 7.7 times smaller \(E_z\) (44 MV/cm). Reducing the intensity required to reach large plasma-wave amplitudes also reduces strongly driven instabilities, such as stimulated Raman scattering, self-focusing, or filamentation, which disrupt either the plasma wave or the laser beam. Pulse-to-pulse phase incoherence of the high-frequency laser oscillations can also reduce instabilities.

In order to drive the same \(E_z\) with the same \(I\) as a sine pulse train, a higher \(n_{e0}\) must be used with a single sine pulse. (Recall that, for a single pulse, \(E_z \sim n_{e0}^{1/2} I\) for \(a_0^2 < 1\).) Thus, the same value of \(E_z = 0.34\) GV/cm as the train in Fig. 2(b) is obtained by an equivalent-intensity single pulse (\(a_0 = 1.2\)) with \(\tau = \tau_{\text{opt}} = 120\) fs at \(n_{e0} = 6.4 \times 10^{17}\) cm\(^{-3}\), and with 13 times less energy (\(I\tau_{\text{tot}} = 480\) kJ/cm\(^2\)). But, because energy gain favors low \(n_{e0}\), the pulse train in Fig. 2(b) is 510 times more “acceleration efficient,” i.e., \(\Delta W_{\text{max}} = 810\) GeV for the pulse train, whereas \(\Delta W_{\text{max}} = 1.6\) GeV for the single pulse. Thus, a pulse train of equivalent intensity—at either equal or lower \(n_{e0}\)—is more acceleration efficient than a single pulse [14].

There are several ways of producing the required pulse train in practice. The first is to use Fourier filtering. In this case, a mask is placed in the pulse stretcher of a chirped pulse amplification system [6] to modulate the beam in such a way that, when it is recompressed, a series of pulses with arbitrary spacings and widths will be produced [15]. The minimum rise time of each individual pulse is still governed by the gain bandwidth of the amplifiers. Another possibility is to use several separate compressors with adjustable lengths and delays.
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[13] Current laser technology has achieved a maximum intensity of \(I = 5.0 \times 10^{18}\) W/cm\(^2\).
[14] For square pulses, since \(\tau_{\text{opt}}\) increases with \(x_{\text{max}}\), the appropriate comparison is at fixed \(n_{e0}\); and, in the low-\(n_{e0}\) regime, square pulses with finite rise times \(\tau_{\text{rise}} \approx \tau_{\text{min}}/2\) behave as ideal square pulses, provided \(\tau_{\text{rise}} < L_{\text{res}}/2c\) for all the pulses in the train.